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L. A new interpretation of permissible radiation e~osure levels is
required for the pla~ning of Operation CASTLE.

2. In Operation IVY the perinissablelevel was substantially increased
to allow for any over-exposure. It W=C found that in all cases the 02eration
was conducted within this level. In Operation CASTLE a new pr~blem presents I

itself in that a larger number of detonations is planned and the requirement
still exists for cloud sampli~” with mamned aircraft.

3* A solution to this problem is to increp.sethe number of crews
required for eech aircraft to coinside with the number of shots. This is
unsatisfactory from the USliFpoint of view bece.useof the lack of qualified
personnel and from the AEC point of view in t’hatcrews will be unable to
eccoqlish the desired amount of training.

4* An alternate solution is to analyze the amount of radiation
considered safe with a view toward increasing this level. This headquarters
is using a figure of six (6) Roentgens per six months period for planning
-purposeswhich allows for a more frequent participation of fewer qpalified
pilots who have cloud sampling capabilities.

5. It is therefore’requested that the radiological hazard, as pertains
to this problem, be reevaluated and a permissible dosage level be determined
which will allow more flexibility in this t~e of operation.
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